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These are the most important details in setting up and using the harness that you must take
in serious consideration before purchasing or flying the 3RS.

Disregarding these instructions may cause SERIOUS INJURY OR DEATH!!!

I. Installation of the BASE and RESCUE
parachutes.

1. Installation of Bottom Reserve Parachute

*We recommend light Rogalos (X-Dream Fly or Beamer 3 would be the best choice). The
parachute size must correspond to the size of the harness. M harness size would suggest a
parachute range from XS to M or a parachute maximum to 130 kilos load.

*We recommend repacking your rescue parachute in our custom containers that come with
your harness.

1. Fold your parachute in our custom container.
2. Install the handle facing the opening.
3. Brind the zipper mechanism from the shoulders down to the container.
4. Feed the bridles under the zipper mechanism and connect to the NEAREST shoulder

attachment points.
5. Feed neatly the bridles along with the handles in the routing.
6. Close the zippers from the container in direction to the shoulders and tuck the

mechanism in the dedicated pockets.
7. Close the pin and secure the handle in its place.

2. Installation of Middle Reserve Parachute

*We recommend square ultralight or any ultralight parachute.

1. Check if the soft padding is installed inside the container.
2. Install the handle facing the opening and put the parachute inside.
3. Brind the zipper mechanism from the shoulders down to the container.



4. Feed the bridles under the zipper mechanism and connect to the FURTHEST
shoulder attachment points.

5. Close the zippers from the container in direction to the shoulders and tuck the
mechanism in the dedicated pockets.

6. Close the pins and secure the handle in its place.

3. Installation of your BASE Parachute

*We recommend using our custom made 3RS BASE canopy built by leading parachuting
company ATAIR or any 7 cell skydiving reserve or BASE canopy.

1. Fold your parachute skydiving reserve style or slider down/off BASE pack.
2. Install the lines in the dedicated pocket in our custom D-BAG that comes with your

harness.
3. Install the D-BAG and BASE inside the pocket with the lines pointing down and the

bridle pointing up.
4. Make an S fold on your bridle and fold it neatly on your right hand side.
5. Feed the bridle through its dedicated routing.
6. Attach the bridle on top of the velcro of the BASE riser cover.
7. Feed the CUTAWAY YELLOW CABLE through the red routing on the end of the

bridle.
8. Connect the bridle to the shackle pin.
9. Adjust your loop length according to the size of your rig and the volume that it

creates.
10. Close the flaps in this order: Top, Bottom, Left, Right.
11. Feed the yellow cable on the bridle through the loop and secure the flaps.
12. Feed the yellow cable end through the dedicated routing on the side.
13. Close the flap.

II. Pre-Flight Checklist
Check that your BASE BRIDLE is attached clean to the shackle.
Check that nothing is passing over your BASE BRIDLE all the way to the container.
Check if the yellow CUTAWAY CABLE is fed along its routes.
Check the condition of your BASE softlink connections.
Check the condition of your CUTAWAY LOOPS.
Check if your SHACKLES are well positioned and the 3 ring system is in good condition.
Check if your SHACKLE pins are tightly closed.
Check that the BASE CONTAINER YELLOW CABLE is in place and close the flap with the
magnet.

Check that your RESCUE PARACHUTE YELLOW CABLES are in place and that your
handles are not accidentally misplaced.



III. During Flight
!!! NEVER cut away if you have fallen in your wing and have paragliding lines accidentally
attached to your body or harness.

!!! CUTAWAY ONLY if the problem you are experiencing is taking place above your shackles
and you and your harness are free from the wing apart from its main attachment and
cutaway speed system if installed.

!!! CUTAWAY at minimum altitude of 200 meters.

IV. Maintenance
Store away from corrosive materials, solvents, moisture, sunlight, or any other element that
may degrade materials.
Regularly check the conditions of your 3 ring system loops and yellow cable.
Regularly check the condition of your BASE loop and yellow cable.
Check the conditions of your reserve parachute loops and yellow cable.
Check the conditions of your bridle pin attachment.
Keep your shackles safe and avoid hitting them against hard surfaces.

!!! IMMEDIATELY REPLACE ANY PART THAT SEEMS DAMAGED OR COMPROMISED IN
ANY WAY.


